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Abstract  

In twenty first century change is considered key element and makes lots of challenges for individuals' life which most 
imposed in result of technology influence. Education is one of areas that have been affected form technology. In recent years, by 
development of information and communication technologies, new forms of education appeared named web or online learning. 
Purpose of Study: The aim of this paper is to review digital libraries' role in supporting e-learning. Methods: at first a definition of 
digital library is provided and then differences are discussed between it and traditional one and at the end eLearning definition and 
position of digital libraries are explored in providing new form of education. Findings and Results: with attention to online education 
based on web there is lots of advantage in comparison with traditional libraries, like as place and time limitless, possibility of 
information representation in multimedia form, and creating equivalent educational opportunities for every nation. It caused to notice 
to this kind of education accurately. Digital libraries unlike traditional one can make services and library resources available via 
internet, to support eLearning 
 
Keywords: Library Resources, Information Technology, Digital Library, E-learning, Multimedia Resources, Digitalization. 

Introduction 
Statement of the problem 

“Wouldn't it be great if you could put all the published works online? The Internet Archive is trying to   
become useful as a modern-day digital library. 

–Brewster Kahle 
 

The emergence of the Internet and related networks such as the World Wide Web has had and will increasingly have radical 
effect on the transformation of education and training in all sectors. The impact is already significant in all developed countries, and 
the great majority of developing countries are despite difficulties and fears seeking to take part in the emerging global educational 
community. The Web offers a worldwide forum in which to teach courses that can be dynamically updated in ways never before 
possible. Each student has an enormous range of resources available, free from limitations of time and space. There remains 
considerable work to be done concerning searching and sifting techniques within these resources for learners and teachers alike. These 
resources are reconfiguring the ways in which students learn, and new approaches to networked learning are evolving. The trans-
cultural nature of the Web also creates problems of legislative and public control, with fears that local culture can be threatened by the 
international culture of developed countries. While the use of the Internet and the World Wide Web in open and distance learning is 
predominantly represented within higher education, it is also beginning to be used in schools. In developing countries in particular 
distance education for school equivalency is an important way of expanding educational opportunities to the adult population. Open 
schools that use a variety of media are of particular interest to high-population countries. Teacher training is an important area where 
open and distance learning has made a major contribution. This includes initial training for formal qualifications, in-service 
supplementary training for formal upgrading, and continuing in-service training in particular subjects and topics. Many examples, 
particularly from developing countries, show that teacher training at a distance may reach large groups of teachers and have profound 
impact on the development of national education systems. The use of open and distance learning for teacher education is therefore a 
crucial strategy when expansion or quality improvement is needed in the public education system. 
 

Information and communication technology (ICT) could change individuals' lifestyle in the short time form advent. One of 
areas that accepted large amount of changes is education. ICT's role in learning cycle is so important. In old form of education, people 
should study and write consistently and approximately the total flow of education is unilateral. By applying ICT in education, in 
addition to basic skills, individuals need ICT usage skills too. Learning based on new information technologies, with fundamental 
changes in the traditional education concepts, could solve lots of flaws and shortcomings of educational systems and made essential 
transformation in education. Using virtual world in learning achieved new and appropriate methods. Reasons of ICT usability in 
education are better, easier, and faster learning. In this manner there is no obligation to face to face and physical attending classes and 
is expected learning to become possible out of physical places in a way that learners can share and use information limitlessly. This 
evolution makes changes in role of instructors and librarians. 
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Libraries and Education 
Generally, libraries, both traditional and digital one has three roles in education: place for sharing reach information, 

maintaining ideas, and give awareness to bring together individual with learning aims. Primary purpose of each library is supporting, 
facilitating, and expanding formal education in mother organization. Next step is to supporting informal education. Resources in 
libraries are collected to support learning. Digital libraries provide immediate access to a wide range of sources not exist physically, in 
a comparison with traditional libraries that are limited to place and time. Digital libraries without physical obstacles can provide 
resources via an internet connection each moment from each place. Because of these advantages, in digital libraries learning is 
independent process. Digital libraries provide appropriate opportunities for learners, because of including up-to-date information. 
Collecting multimedia resources made it possible to remote learning. Digital libraries by storing and feasible retrieve of educational 
resources from computer networks provided worth aid to electronic and networked learning. Without existence of organized and 
retained electronic resources by digital libraries, accessibility to up-to-date eLearning resources is impossible. 
 
Different libraries generation 
Form structural view point, libraries developed in five steps: 

1. Traditional libraries: in this kind of libraries most resources are printed materials. Most of library services like as cataloguing, 
classification, and reference servicing to client are manually and down by librarians. 

2. Automated libraries: resources did not change or differ from first generation but library services were down by automated and 
Computational machines. 

3. Electronic libraries: in this generation electronic resources are added in addition to printed materials. But voluminous part of 
library services was down electronically. 

4. Digital libraries: Distinctive feature of this generation is that several resources and services are provided quickly for users. 
5. Virtual libraries: this modern generation can be illustrated with term of "libraries without walls". This means that all 

resources, services, and access to library are provided through web. 
 
Digital libraries 

Following growth and expanding of eLearning in universities and higher educational institutions, libraries' services and 
methods of accessibility to them faced with evolution and transformation in virtual world. Digital library's concept which was raised 
1993 based on web advent, among librarians and educational experts have been known as best tool for providing services and 
delivering educational material to learners during virtual education courses. 
 

Understanding digital library's concepts involves diversity and different inferences during time and there have been lots of 
definitions. Even there is not convergent agreement among experts who had main roles in developing and using digital library term. 
For librarians, digital libraries functionality is a same as traditional one in new format, or for computer professionals, digital library is 
a distributed text-based information system or a multimedia networked information system, and for end user’s digital library is similar 
to world wide web with improvement in function, organization, compatibility, and usability. 
 

Shiri cites an operational definition about digital library explained by Digital Library Federation. Digital library is known an 
"organizations that provide the resources, including the specialized staff, to select, structure, offer intellectual access to, interpret, 
distribute, preserve the integrity of, and ensure the persistence over time of collections of digital works so that they are readily 
available for use by a defined community or set of communities". He highlighted three points in this definition as components of 
"theoretical framework underlying digital libraries, 

1. people; 
2. information resources; and 
3. technology" 

 
Overall, digital library refers to a collection of digital works (e.g., Texts, images, videos) to help users community and is 

collection of chained techniques and services to gather, organize, and protect digital works to be used by clients. In digital libraries 
journals, proceedings, books, multimedia and etc. are organized for remote accessibility.  
 

Digital library is not just collection of electronic resources and involve browser interface and perhaps virtual community and 
space. In this technology, data are available quickly for each person every place of world via communication networks. Digital library 
is not solitary entity and is related to lots of resources and collections which must be managed. 
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Digital library's resources are divided in two parts: a) resources that from beginning are produced in digital form like as 
eBooks or e-Journals, and b) resources and materials which are not digital at first but can be transformed to digital over time  
Walter [9] believes that there are three chief ways to make digital library: 

1. Digitalization and information preservation by libraries; 
2. acquisition Digital-based resources provided by publishers, organizations and researchers; and 
3. Accessing works out of library collection via providing hyperlinks to websites of other libraries and servers of publishers. 

 
Difference between digital and traditional libraries 
The most major differences between digital and traditional form of libraries are: 

1. Being local versus being global 
Being out of place limits is one of general feature of internet. With the advent of networked communication and possibility of 
resource retrieve through network, active domains of libraries changed to be globalized both in collection and services. 

2. Just-in-case vs. Just-in-time 
Usually, collection development is continuous process to achieve library's prophecy aim. If library could not provide needed 
resources, it will not be able to meet users' requisition instantly. In the other words, trend to develop collection in non-
electronic libraries tends to be "when needed ". But because of resource recall possibility from remote access, Future tendency 
of collection development will be directed to be "just in time ". This orientation emphasizes on immediate and satisfying 
response to users’ queries. Although both of "when needed " and " just in time" trends are equally important, but according to 
collection development policy for libraries must be decided to manage and balance between them. 

3. Ownership versus accessibility 
Traditional libraries maintain physical materials, but today's large amount of information is electronically and transformed to 
digital Objects that can be stored in networked computers. Maybe it seems that to meet urgent needs of users, accessibility is 
more important than ownership, but it is not true. Ownership and accessibility are complementary of each other. If a library just 
notices to accessibility and forgets ownership, it will remain only as a network. In this manner resources will be exclusive to 
publishers and the library will change to be "lifeless and ghostly" system with some old and out of date resources. Also reading 
electronic resources are without enough qualification and enjoyable sense of reading printed resources for some of readers, 
especially in fields of literature and history. Including printed and digital resources in a same time, library could serve to clients 
with different Interests. 

4. Separation versus Coordination 
Digital libraries' users do not need to have physical attending in library to earn information. Most of the time, library provides 
valid information access more than merely circulation of materials. In addition to collecting data, the library by organizing 
resources in networks, directly or indirectly make collection accessible for users. It can be said, it is vital for libraries to collect 
and organize digital works virtually through networked communication. It caused for example cataloguing and document 
delivery services come closer to expanding collection more than before. Therefore, gaps have been reduced between technical 
services and public services to user and at the end it is not out of mind to integrate each other 

5. Acceleration of Information circulations 
In networks, everyone how is author is publisher too. Information circulates in the moment of time. Creating and sharing 
information become more faster than preceding. This high speed of information circulation has challenges for libraries. 
Because of that they must have new strategically planning view to collection via internet. 

 
E-Learning 

Extensive evolutions in ICT have effects on education and learning arena and had resulted new way of learning that called 
eLearning. It was newly born in last decades. Educational broadcasting was conventional 1920s. Using microfiches and overhead 
projectors was introduction to changes in learning. But far-reaching growth of eLearning was resulted by invention of computers 
1960s. In that time learners noticed to educational usage of computers. At the first they used main computers and then personal 
computers to teach. 

 
 

Growth and influence of ICT in education and its outstanding mutation were visible and tangible 1990s after invention of 
web and development of internet. The result of this effect was release from traditional and it was hopeful revolution of learning for 
everyone from every nation, every place, and every time. 
 

There are benefits, advantages, and abilities of eLearning than traditional education system. E-Learning is relatively cheaper. 
There is more ability to control process of learning by engaging learners in this process, and speedily changes of educational 
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resources' content. Also, hindrances remove to access learning materials. Sacchanand expresses that libraries and information centres 
play important roles in upgrading qualification of electronic educations. Doherty, Hansen, and Kaya point information professionals 
and librarians must act as "learning facilitator" and avoid only providing or guarding information to changes and convey in 
educational process. They must change their role from information curator to accelerator instructor of information. 
 
Summing up 

Common tasks of libraries are providing infrastructure with regard to the goal of supporting, producing, organizing and 
disseminating knowledge. In the past, former libraries supported learning by improving educational collection, tools and facilities for 
studding, qualifying reference services and books accessibility. In the other hand, digital libraries help learners by providing digital 
resources and new version of library services. Naturally, supposing digital libraries as a digitalized collection cannot be useful in 
education, because in this view they are limited to storage and retrieval systems and fundamental functions of libraries is neglected 
e.g., collection development, reference services, training information literacy, selection of appropriate work, and etc. and more 
important of all existence of human factors. In the other hand, correct recognition and understanding of eLearning and exploring 
technical and human aspects and its relation to digital library, both for experts and librarians will be useful to reinforce and improve 
learning. Because of interdisciplinary nature of digital library's concept, expert must collaborate and assist including: librarians and 
information science experts, computer and information technology scientists, instructors, and etc. digital libraries must improve 
learning and education and increase relation between learners and instructors to make sense of scientific collaboration and knowledge 
sharing. 
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